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chopped and boiled are introduced, as they are said The statistics, upon which these deductions are I tion in Germany, corrected as carefullv as possible with 
to cool the blood. based, prove that the immediate action of forests is reference to these causes of difference, do not seem 

The ducklings are fed thrice a day-at 7:30 A, M" to modify the daily maxima and minima of atmo- capable of giving any m'Jre exact inference than the 
12:30 P. M, and 4:30 p, M. They are never allowed to spheric temperature, whence it may be deduced that a general statement that at high altitudes large extents 
roam at will or to go on water, though a pail of water comparison of the absolute extremes of temperature of forest may considerably increase the local rainfall. 
is allowed them for washing purposes. Special care during the year must exhibit definitely the sum total As regards the quantity of rainfall and snowfall which 
is taken in securing suitable grit to go in the drinking of the influence exerted by forests on the temperature is intercepted, in fore!'ts by the leaves, branches, and 
water. The local gravel has no clay with it and will of the atmosphere. The modification of the extremes t stems of the trees, the obEervations made in Switzer
not bind, but suitable gravel can be bought at Long of temperature, which are bad alike for man and \ land. Prussia, and Bavaria show that nearly one
Marston at 1s. 6d. a load. beast, and also for agricultural operations, is of im- fourth of all the precipitations of aqueous vapor is 

Recently a party of gentlemen interested in the mense importance from a national economic point of intercepted by the forest trees, and is given off again 
subject visited the Leighton Buzzard distl"ict, among view, since many places that were once fertile are now by evaporation, or is gradually conducted down the 
them being Mr. C. E. Brooke (master of the Poulters' little better than barren wastes in consequence of the stems to the soil, In lofty forest-clad regions the me
Company), Mr. A. E. Brooke-Hunt, of the Board of reckless denudation of forests. chanical action of the rains on the surface soil is thus 
Agriculture, Mr. .Edward Brown. Mr. R. L. Everett, In registering the data, however, it was observed very much modified. 
M. P., Mr. E. Glaisyer and Prof. Wallace. that the geographical position, and the exposllre of � By means of their lower temperature, their greater 

At. one of the farms inspected the party saw 2,000 the forests to winds, exerted a certain amount of mod- relative hllmidity, and the mechanical obstruct.ion they 
ducklings at one view. Very commonly a low, warm ifying influence in lessening the differences, and there offer to the movements of cllrrents of air, extensive 
shed, with a space of ground in front of it, was all the are reasons to believe that"toward the C1'own the forest forests act decidedly as condensers of the aqueous 
room the birds were allowed. By means of 12 in. temperature in winter is considerably higher than vapor contained in the atmosphpre, and their influence 
planks placed edgewise the inside of the shed can down nearer the ground. It was found, too, that in this respect is more marked at high altitudes and in 
easily be divided into rectangular compartments, each certain forest trees exerted greater influelJce than mountainous districts than on plains or near the sea 
holdmg 100 birds; crowding is thus prevented, They others in consequence of the density of their foliage; coast, where other physical factors come into competi
are all let out in one big flock for feeding and exercise, for beech forests in summer exert,. through their den!!'e tion with and modify it. Fllrther data are still re
but on their return they are penned off in the manner foliage and complete canopy, a considprably greater quisite to enable us to deterlllillP with anything like 
stated. On one of the smaller duck farms 1,800 birds influence in diminishing the extremes of temperatUl'e certainty that forests directly cause increase of precipi
were plucked last year; on the largest visited the num- than forest of sprU>ltl or Scots pine, although after defo- tations irrespective of such local considerations as the 
ber was 10,000, On this latter place it was computed liation their influellce is merely similar to that of the ruling direction of winds and peeuliarities of situation; 
that for every 100 birds hatched out 85 are ultimately pine forest, and only half so great as that of the more the generally accepted dictum is, however, that in the 
marketed. Deaths are most frequent when the birds densely foliaged spruce. vicinity of extensive forests the rainfall is greater than 
are very young. At the height of the hatching season 2. As Regards Soil T�per(/ture.-The influence at other localities under otherwise similar physical con
as many as 200 or 300 hens will be sitting on one farm; exerted on the soil temperature by forests growing in ditions. 
clucking hens cost as much as 451. each early in the close canopy is of considerable impOl'tance, especially In portionfl of the RUflsian steppes, planted nearly 
season; but the price gradually falls to about Is. 9d. with regard to the soil moisture. The observations fifty years ago, the inhabitants assert that the SUlllllIPr 
By midsummer the whole stock of ducklings is cleared made concerning this point seem to make it clear that rainfall' has considerably increased, and tllat the 
off, and there are none on the place till the earliest the mean annual temperature of the soil in the forest danger to crops from drought is 1I0t so grpat as for
arrivals of the next season make their appearance .. In is at all the above depths of observation cooler than merly, while the villages are also protected by the 
the three or four months' interval the duck houses· are in ,the open, and that the differences are greatest in forest from the violence of the winter fltorms. 
cleaned, whitewashed and sweetened in every way. summer, about the mean in spring and autumn, and In summarizing and criticising thi8 point Prof. 
During the whole fattening season, however, consider- very small in winter. In countries with warm sum- Endres, of Karlsruhe, remarks as follows: * 
able care has to be taken in keeping the surroundings mers this reduction of the soil temperature over "The data furnished from tropical countries must 
healthy. Among the ailments of the birds is "soft large areas by means of forest growth has a decidedly be accepted with the greatest caution, and in any case 
bill "-so soft sometimes,,it is said, that the young birds beneficial result. According to observations made in they afford no eoncluslve deductions for Eurc.pean cir
cannot bl'e.ak their way out of the shell. It is very Wurtembefg, the difference between the maxima of cumstances. Blandford reports from Inrlia (Meteoro
probable that this evil is a result of too close breeding, I soil temperature in forests and in the open ean extend logical Journal. 1888) that in an area of 61,000 sqllare 
and from observations which were made recently it flO far as up to 14° Fah. miles, which was formerly denuded of woodlands, but 
would appear that a litUe technical instruction and a It was also found that the daily differences in soil has been planted again from 1875, the rainfall has in
few investigations upon this and allied matters would temperature varied according to the season of the creased twelve per cent. since then. Hut H, GaulJet 
be of comiderable value to those engaged in this minor year, but that t.hroughout nearly the whole year the (Weather, vol. v,) arrives at exactly the opposite 1'011" 
industry. upper layers of soil in the open were warmer in the clusions for America, as his observations ill the prairie 

afternoon than in the forenoon, whereas in t.he forest region and in Ohio go to prove that the rewooding of 
the variations were inconsiderable. a tract exerts no perceptible difference on the alllollnt 

THE CLIMATIC AND NATIONAL ECONOMIC As with regard to the atmospheric temperature, the of the aqueous precipitations. Lendenfeld also tries 
INFLUENCE OF FORESTS. * influence of the forest trees in equalizing the soil tem- to prove that the clearance of woodlands in Australia 

IT is to German scientific men that we owe the first perature throughout the year is greatest i n  the case has resulted in a better climate and an inerease in rai II , 
of trees whose foliage is densest, spruce heading the fall, as the soil under eucalyptus remains hard as stone steps taken in order to ascertain data concerning the list. and inabsorptive, while it is rendered lighter and more actual climatic effects of forests. Since then, how- 3. As flegards the De.qree of Atmospheric Hnmidity. porous by grass. (Petermann's Geog. Mittheilungen, ever, most civilized countries. except Britain, have -Observations recorded throughout Central Germany vol. xxxiv. )" been actively engaged in the eollection of actual data show that as 1'egards the absolute humidity of the air 5. As Regards Evaporation of Soil Moistnre.-The concerning this very important subject. So far as forests have no appreciable climatic effect, for the an- low temperature and the high relative humidity of the those data have yet been collated and compared, they nual a\'erages showed merely slight traces of differ- atmosphere in forests are unfavorable to rapid eva po-lead to the following results. ences at 5 feet above the soil. ration, which is still further reduced by the protection It was not until the year 1867 that exact scientific: The differences between the relative humidity of the afforded to the soil pO'ainst direct insolatioll amI the observations were undertaken on an extensive scale to ..... 

determine the actual influence which forests have in air in forests and in the open are, as might be ex- action of winds. Frolll observations extending over 
pected, greatest in summer, although very different ten years (1876-85) in various parts of Germany and modifying the temperature of the air and of the soil results as regards variations are obtained with changes Austria, the following relation is l'hown between within their own areas and over the surrounding tracts of altitude and of ot her physical conditions. evaporation in the forests and in the open in the of country, and the first results were published in The results of the various series of observations vicinity of the forests; the differences would probably Ebermayer's celebrated work, Die physikalischen corrected so as to eliminate, so far as possible, local be greater if comparisons had he en madp with places Einwirkungen des W aldes aUf LUJ'te und Boden, differences due to altitude and other physical dissillli- in the open that were far removed from the modifying 

1873. larities in the various meteorological stations, show influence of the woodlands" 
1. As Regards Atmosphe1'ic Temperature. - The that the mean annual relative humidity of woodlaud average results of observations made during ten air is from 3Vo to 10 per cent. greater than that of air years (1876 85) throughout nearly the whole of Ger- in the open, but that the difference varies greatly acmany, and in parts of France and Switzerland, in cording to the season of the year, being greatest different kinds of forest, at heights above the sea level

. in summer and autumn, and least in winter and varying from 10 to 3,000 feet, and at latitudes varying spring. They show, too, that large areas covered I 
Water Evaporated. 

from 47!-l° to 55)4°, prove conclush-ely that in general with spruce will be moister as well as cooler than In the open the annual average temperature within forests growing those under woods of less densely foliaged species of 
I 
In the forest . in closed cauopy is lower than in the open, although trees. In Bavaria it was found that in summer, in the crowns of the trees are on the whole a little warmer consequence of the density of the foliage in beech for- i ----------1 -------in winter. The difference is greatest in summer, least ests during th" most aetive period of growth, the in winter, and about midway between these extremes difference even amounted 13'6 per cent. of saturation I .. 0 w e r in in spring and autumn; the mean annual difference,how- over the relative humidity ill the open. than in open ever, seldom amounts to over 1° Fah. near the ground, 4. As Regards the Precipitation o f  Aqueous Vapor. and is scarcely �o in the crowns. The prevention -It has been shown above, not only that the atmoof insolation of the soil during the long hot days of sphere within the forest is cooler than in the open, but 

11'4 inches. 

summer, and the rapid transpiration taking place also that the temperature of the trees themselves is 

I 
Evaporation in through the foliage, exert a greater influence on the lower, especially in summer, than the air surrounding est expressed atmospheric temperature than can be ascribed to them; hence, when a current of air is wafted from the p e r c e n  t a g e  shelter from wind and to decrease of nocturnal radia- open into the forest, and comes in contact with the that in the open.. 46 per cent. tion. cooler trees, its temperature is reduced, and it is The observations recorded prove (1) that the varia- brought nearer to the point of saturation, i. e., its 

practical hn
portallee of thiR 
will be�eell when 
it is recollected 
that the mineral 
food in the soil 
can he taken up 
bv the rootlets 
only in the forlll 
of soluble saltR. 
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(2) that they are largest during the most active period t en e e ec 0 e coo mg process IS a a cer am 
amount of surplus moisture beyond the aqueous vapor of vegetation in summer, and (3) that they are greater that can be held by the air up to a point of saturation in spring, when the circulation of sap begins, than at i ts reduced temperature must be released and preduring the autumn months, when vitality becomes cipitated in the form of dew. Woodlands, therefore, sluggish and dormant. act as condensers of atmospheric moisture, and de-In the crown of the trees, where insolation by day crease the absolute humidity of the air while increasand radiation by night make their full influence felt, ing its relative humidity; and, in addition to this, they the difference in the daily average over the whole year increase the humidity of the air by transpiration from is less than it is near the gl'Ound. In winter it aver- the leaves, while the sap is being rendered available ages little either above or below 0°, and in summer for structural purposes, and the work of assimilation is usually about the half of the reading at 5 feet above proceeding. thOlf:Zr'!.��ions made in Southern Germany establish Endeavors have been made to establish, by means of 

the fact that in the forests it is cooler during the day careful observations, the effect of forests in regard to 
and warmer durin'" the night than in the open. the precipi tation of aqueous vapor in the form of dew ... or rain, but the results are often of so conflicting a 

Specie. of Woodland. 

Percentage of Water. 

Evaporated in 
the }'Orl'st. 

Remaining in 
the Soil. 

·_----------- 1---- ----

Beech .. . . , . ... . . , . . .. . . . . 
Spruce ... " . .... " 

Scots pine .. , . . ... , . . .. . . . . . .  . 
Clearing for reproduction ... . . 

40 
45 
42 
90 

GO 
55 
58 
10 

During the night the trees interfere with the radia- nature that, up till the present, safe ded uctions cannot tion of heat, and in the day time the shade afforded be drawn. In order to compare observations made in In these statisti!'s no account has been taken of the by the crowns keeps the air from being rapidly warmed the forests with those made at the usual meteorologi- quantity of water given to the air by transpiration by the sun's rays. These influences are naturally cal stations in the open, a correction would in each case through the leaves; but this is not of essentia I illlstrongest during spring, summer and autumn, when be necessary to re(Juce the localities to the same sea portance, as such supplies of moisture are drawn by foliage is most abundant, while in winter the conifer- level, M air cools in rising and increases in relative trees, except during the earliest stages of growth. fr'om ous forests with evergreen foliage are milder than humidity, i. e., it approaches the point at which it the deeper layers of soil and subsoil not illlmediatel,v deciduous forests. f h h Id b 't I must precipitate some 0 t e aqueous vapor e y I .  and directly affected by the aqlleous precipitations on Owing to these differences in temperature, beneficia H ' f II all ' 'th th h ' ht f t currents of air are induced between the forests and the ence ram a gener y mcreases WI e eJg 0 a the surface. This may be less true of spruce han of 
loc�lity above the sea level, although no direct propor- other trees. open country, which follow the same law as obtains in tional increase can be proved. It fluctuates with the The action of forestI', therefore, is to retain in the regard to land and sea breezes. Dur'ing the day the geQgrarhical position and the varying physical condi- soil a large proportion of t.he rainfall or "f the moisture cooler and moister air of the forest sets outward to f b t' hi ' t' , 
tions 0 each point 0 0 serva lOn, w i e varia IOns m arisin" from the meltin" of snOWR, which, by percola-take the place of the heated air ascending in the open; the direction of the moist winds of the locality also tion t� the lower layer; anll the subsoil, tends to feed at night the current sets in from the open, cooled by militate against the coUp-ction of reliable data for com-

I 
__ radiation, toward the forest. parison with readings m�de in other lo�alities. • Conrad, Elster, Lexis, and Lopning'. "lIandworterbuch der StallfB-

The mean of the readings at 192 pOlnts of observa- wlseenBChaftcn," 1892, vol. iii" page 008 • • From Nature. 
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the streams perennially, and to maintain a constant I resthetic influence-tends decidedly toward the. pur�fi- Greece, Russia and many parts of India, we owe en
supply of moisture. without which trees could not de- cation of the atmosphere from excess of carbomc aCId. tirely to our insular position with its moist climate, 
rive their requisite food supplies from the soil. Ozone, again, is an allotropic modification of oxygen and to the happy effects wrought by that portion of 

The nature of the soil covering below the forest trees obtainable by passing a series of electrical discharges the Gulf Stream which reaches our western and south
exerts also considerable influence on the amount of through it; hence it is more than probable that in ern shores. 
moisture evaporated. From experiments conducted 

I 
forests in exposed localities, more especially those at Early in the present century, for example, the Agri

during five years in Bavaria it was found that a good high altitudes, where storIml and electrical disturbances cultural Society of Marseilles reported that in conse
layer of fallen leaves, and of humus or vegetable of the air are most frequent, a greater quantity of quence of the reckless destruction of the forests after 
mould formed by their decay, is a powerful factor; it ozone must bp generated in the atmosphere than in the revolution of 1789 : 
diminishes the evaporation by more than half, or reo localities less subject to such powerful ozonizing in- "The winters are colder, the summers hotter, and 
duces it to less than one-quarter of that in the open fluences. the beneficial spring and autumn showers no longer 
and thus adds very considerably to the surplus amount Ebermayer, undoubtedly one of the greatest authori- fall; the Uvea une, flowing from east to west, rushes 
of moisture retained in the soil. ties on this subject, says: * down in flood with the least rain, carrying away its 

6. As Reqards the Feeding of Streams and the Pro- .. In the middle of the great' ozone factory,' which banks and flooding the richest pasturage, while, for 
tection of the Soil.-From the above data it seems evi- we must consider the forest to be, neither more oxygen nine months of the year, its bed lies dry, owing to the 
dent that the effect of extensive forest�, more especially nor less carbonic acid i,s offered to mankind for breath- drying up of the streams. " 
of those situate!! at high altitudes, is, by cooling the ing than over large un.wooded areas." To a similar cause also Prof. Geffcken (in The 
air and reducing its capacity for retaining aqueous At another part of the same article he �lso adds: t Speaker of January 6. 1893) attributes the Russian 
vapor, to increase the precipitations. While these pre· "From the hygienic standpoint, it IS worthy of famine of 1892 in the following terms: 
cipitations are taking place the crowns of the trees in- notice that according to my examinations, the aIr in .. We speak of the deficit (in the Russian Budget) of 
tercept a largerroportion of the total, and by breaking and immeaiately above the crowns, then that in the 1893 as certain, and it is easy to show that it will be so. 
the violence 0 the rainfall protect the soil from the, immediate vicinity of the forests. has more ozone than 'l'ke [Jrincipal cause of the p1'esent dearth is the 
danger of being washed away during heavy storms. that in the interior of the forests, where a. portion of drou,qht during the last spring and early summe1', 
By the decomposition of fallen leaves and twigs a the ozone is consumed by the decomposing foliage and this absence of rain is greatly due to the devasta
strongly hygroscopic soil covering is formed, capable of lying on the ground." tion of the forest..�. The area formerly covered with 
imbibing and retaining moisture with sponge-like It appears, therefore, to be his matured opinion at timber was enormons, the woods belonging to the 
capacity. Rapid evaporation of the soil moisture is present that while more ozone is found in forests than crown, to the great landed proprietors and to the vil
counteracted through the protection afforded by the m the open-which the Austrian students of the sub- lage communities. But the means of transport were 
foliage against direct insolation during the day, and ject deny, or, at any rate, are not yet prepared to ad- then so imperfect and costly that only in the neighbor
by the mechanical hindrance offered to currents of mit without further observations and proofs -yet the hood of large rivers did the felling of timber pay. This 
wind. The crown of foliage likewise prevents the soil decomposing matter covering the soil consumes the, changed with the construetion of railways and the ab
cooling rapidly at night by radiation, The hotter the surplus, and often more than that, so that no difference I olition of serfdom; the former gave the possibility 
summer, the more marked are these beneficial effects of can be established in favor of the forest air. In this of selling with profit, and the peasants abandoned 
the woodlands. withdrawal of ozone in excessive quantities from the their woods to speculators for what they thought 

When, therefore, large tracts of countrv are denuded air by decomposing vegetable matter, the unhealthi- a good price, little thinking of the future; the 
of timber, increase of temperature durbig the days of ness of tropical j ungles, and the prevalence of malaria larger proprietors followed their example; the pur
summer, rapid radiation of soil warmth by night, I at all the lower elevations withJn the t�opics usually chase money was spent in drink and luxurious living, 
diminished precipitations (especially in the spring and covered by woodlands, seem eaSIly pxplamable. and no one thought of replant.ing. T oo late has the 
summer), and unchecked evaporation of moisture, due According to Endres and to Fernow,t it is claimed government issued a law f or the protection of forests. 
to complete insolation of the soil by day and absence that forests tend to resist the spread of epidemics, and Such a devastation goin,q on for twenty years not only 
of any protec tion from winds, must be the inevitable to offer a bar to the progress of diseases like cholera exhausts a source of wealth, but has also othe1' bad 
consequences. Examples of such actual results can be and yellow fever. consequenees. When the country is deprived of its 
pointed out in many parts of .continental Europe, in Regarding the sanitary influence of forests, the lat- .trees, the earth is dried up and crumbles from the 
Western Asia;- and throughout India. In Great ter states (op, cit, p. 21) as his summary that "(1) the hills; the water coming down from heaven cannot be 
Britain and Ireland the effects of the wholesale claimed influence of greater purity of the air due to kept back, as is the case with the woods, .which act as 
clearance of woodlands have not been so marked, in greater oxygen and ozone production does not seem to a sponge, but rushes in torrents into the rivers and 
consequence of the favorable influences exerted on our I be significant; (2) the protection against sun and wind, disappears in the sea, and the consequence is a gradual 
climate by the Gulf Stream. and consequent absence of extreme conditions, may be dimmution of the fertility of the soil and the disap-

In localities having no protective woodlands heavy considered favorable; (3) the soil connections of the pearing of numerous brooklets and small rivers, to 
rains wash away the surface soil, torrents and freshets I forest are unfavorable to the production and existence help the larger ones show a low water mark, which 
rush down the watercourses with great violence, laden of pathogenic microbes, especially those of the cholera proves prejudicial to the navigation." 
with detritus and discolored with the soil held i n  me- and yellow fever, and the comparative absence of wind This view is confirmed by the special correspondent 
chanical solution, while streams and rivers often over- and dust, in which sucl} microbes are carried in the of the Times (vide article t'Through Famine-stricken 
flow their banks in consequence, devastating large areas air, may be considered as the principal claim for the Russia" in issue of April 18, 1892), who writes: 
of low-lying tracts under cultivation. Forests, on the hygienic significance of the forest." "I have now traveled over most of the famine-stricken 
other hand. tend to break the violence of the rainfal� Fortunately, there are not many infections diseases provinces, and I have been struck by the sameness of 
and retain for the time being about one-fourth of the the g'erms of which can be carried by water: as yet, the picture. Everywhere reckless extravagance meets 
total amount on the foliage and branches; the roots of only two are known with certainty, cholera and enteric the eye, the forests have been cut away wantonly, the 
the trees and of the undergrowth help to bind the soil fever. When outbreaks of these diseases occur in rivers are neglected, the climate is ruined." 
firmly; the rainfall is retained by the vegetable mould tropical countries, the infectious power of the germs is ' Such also appears to have been the opinion of Major 
and by the spongy growth usually found on the sur- favored by warmth and moi�ture; moreover, when Law, Commercial Attache to the BritIsh Embassy at 
face soil, and thence gradually percolates to the deeper epidemic. these diseases usually break out in thickly St. Petersburg, as expressed in his "Report on Agri
layers, where it is held in reserve, to be finally parted populated towns and similar localities, where it is im- culture in the Southeastfrn Provinces of European 
with in being utilized for the feeding of perennial possible to submit the soil moisture or the water supply Russia," commented on in a leading article of the 
streams having their sources on the wooded slopes. to the filtrating action of belts of woodland. Times of September 17,1892, in t.he following words: 

Thus arose in the Alpine districts of southern Europe 8. As Regards the Agricultural Producttve Capacity ( "It is said that this gigantic natural tillage fann (i. e" 
the necessity for maintaining ban-j01'ests as a protec- of Neighboring Tracte, and the National Economic the' black soil ' region) was formerly hedged in by belts 
tion against landslips, avalanches, etc. , and legal mea· Effect on the Soil Generally,-From an agricultural of forest, which served the twofold purpose of shelter
sures were early adopted for safeguarding them in standpoint, a dry season is much preferable to a low ing it from the desert winds and of increasing the hu
order to protect the lower tracts from erosion of the temperature and excessive rainfalL In the former midity of the climate. It is certain that these forests 
soil when sodden with rainfall or melted snow. case t·he crops, although they may be somewhat scanty, do not now exist, and that the black soil country is 

7. As Regards General Hygienic Effect on the Atmo- are invariably of superior quality. A wet season may often scourged by devastating blasts from the steppe 
sphere.-It is well known that on the one hand when prod.uce abundant crops, but they are generally of low and not infrequently baked by prolonged droughts: 
large tracts of forests are cleared for cultivation, espe- quahty. The desert winds pile the snow in drifts in winter, 
ciaBy in tropical and subtropical countries, fever and i With regard to the influence of forests on the aquHous which become the source of destructive torrents in the 
ague are frequently the consequence, and on the other precipitations throughout central Europe, Prof. Endres spring. In �ummer the sallie winds are so fierce and 
that the planting of notorious fever districts, such as I 

makes the following remarks : � arid that in the space of a few hours they wither the 
the Campagna di Roma, the Tuscan marshes, and the "The question whether woodlands can influence the corn as it stands, while, when thev are laden with 
Russian steppes, has decidedly diminished the insalu- ' rainfall is one of the most important from a national !lands, they smite the soil with perpetual barrenness." 
brity of these localities. But the canses are very pro- . economill point of view. Even if this could be distinct- All writers, indeed. who have recently published 
bably rather due to the degree of direct insolation of: ly affirmed} the beneficial action of forests would only views on this subject, seem agreed as to the main 
the soil, freely afforded in the one case and counter- lie establisned in the rarest cases, for throughout cen- causes of the recent Russian famine. * 
acted in the other, than to any hygienic property in- tral Europe at present the number of too wet years ex- In order to obtain the full national economic benefits 
herent in. tree growth. In the latter case. too, stagnat- ceeds that of dry years. In districts where the rain- that are derivable from woodlands, the areas reserved 
ing surplus of soil moisture may have been got rid of fall is over 40 inches, any' increase is undesirable. I as forests or planted up should be scattered over the 
br transpiration through the foliage, and this would For agriculture very dry years are on the whole less face of the country as equally as possible. In all coun
o itself go far toward removmg causes of insalubrity, disastrous than extremely wet years. The precipita- tries where the population is thin, and primeval forest 
and improving the climate. ! tions of any district are influenced mainly by the posi- is still to be found, measures with this end in view can 

It is generally accepted that ozone kills miasma in , tion of the mountain ranges with reference to the car- easily be carried out without inflicting any apparent 
the air, and purifies it; at any rate, impure air con- , dinal points of the compass. by its elevation above sea hardship on the existing comUJunity. But wherever 
tains little or no ozone; the proportion of ozone is, level and its distance from the sea." danger from famine is apt to recur from time to time, 
therefore, usually taken as the measure of atmospheric, But, as the American investigations prove (idem, p. it would at the same time Sbem to be worthy of con
quality. The belief that the woodland air is, like sea 13), "no influence upon the general climate which de- sideration whether it would not be wise to expropriate 
air, very rich in ozone, has not yet been satisfactorily pends upon cosmic cau!'es can in reason be expected tracts of the poorer and higher land here and there, 
proved. Experiments in Bavaria showed that in the frolll a forest cover. Only local modifications of cli- and plant them up on a well considered scheme for the 
forests the percentage of ozone, though greater than matic conditions may be anticipated, but these lllodifi-I purpose of amehorating the climatic conditions for 
that in the vicinity of towns, was slightly less than in cations, if they exist, are of great practical value, for man and beast in the future. J. NISBET. 
the open in the vicinity of forests, and that there was upon them rest success or failure in agricultural pur-
no perceptible difference in this respect between suits, and comfort or discomfort of life, within the 
coniferous and deciduous forests. given cosmic climate. The same condition mnst be in-

The woodland air was found to contain most ozone sisted upon with reference to forest influences upon 
in winter, which shows that its production could not waterflow, which can exist only as local modifications 
be due to any chemical action of the foliage, for there of water conditions, which are due in the lirst place to 
are no leaves on deciduous trees at that season, while climatic, geologic and topographic conditions," 
conifers transpire merely, and do not assimilate. It Even so early as in Roman times it was recognized 
also indicates that the excess is probably due to the that too great a clearance of woodland areas brought 
comparative freedom of air in the forest from the' undesirable changes in the physical conditions of Italy, 
smoke, carbonic acid, and many other impurities with and affected the welfare of the inhabitants. That the 
which air in the vicinity of towns is contaminated and destruction of the ancient forests throughout Great 
defiled, and to the withdrawal of enormous supplies of Britain and Ireland, to such an extent that only 3'8 
oxygen from the air which takes place for the support per cent. of the totel area can now be classifipd as 
of animal life at all populous centers. Thus, while in woodlands (vide ParJiamentaf'Y Report on "Forestry," 
general the quantity of carbonic acid in the atmo- dated August 5, 1887), was not followed by such disas
gphere is somewhat under four volumes in 10,000, that trous climatic changes as were occasioned by similar 
is the normal amount in London air: but in thick fogs canses throughout the Lande"" Syria, Asia Minor, 
this proportion is frequently doubled, and has been 
known to be more than trebled, or even to exceed four- * "Hyglenlsche Bedentnng der Waldlnft und des Waldbodens," In vol. 
teen volumes in the city. xiii. of ''Forschungen auf dem Geblete der Agrlcultur·Physlk," edited by 

S I h Prof. Wollny, 1890, p. 429. 
un ig t, however, has the power of decomposing tOp. cit., p. 485. carbonic acid in the presence of chlorophyl, the green * • Forest Influences," p. 172, 1893. coloring matter contained ip foliage, the carbon being § .. Hygienische Bedeutung der Waldluft und des WaldbodenR" In vol. absorbed by the plant for ItS growth, and the oxygen xiii. of" FOl'!!Chungen auf dem Geblete der Agrlcultur·Physlk," edited by 

set free. During darkness a contrary action takes Prof. Wollny, 1890, p. 607. 
place oxygen being consumed by the foliage and car- • 'l'hls Is a point of very �eat Importance with reference to the proposals 
b .' 

'd ' if As h rt· 1'1 . th of Mr. Munro Ferguson, M.P. (Ooll/t'mporary Re'I!Uw for October, 1892, ODIC aCi �Iven 0 ,  , C!wever, I?a ICU ar y m e pp. 521, 522), for planting up the Highlands of Scotland, and Dr. Mac. case of deCid uous trees, WhICh are In leaf only from gregor'� three questions iii the House on the same subject on November 13, 
April till October, the hours of light far exceed in nuUJ- , December 12 and Decem\ler 19,1893. For If there be already any tend�ncy 
ber those of darkness, the general hygienic effect 01 toward more rainfall dunngthe s�mmer months than Is gOOd. tor .�cul-
t . ·t· d t rt f th · ·  .. 1 bi tuml crops, an extensive Increase 111 the acreage of woodlands 111 such VlCIn· 

rllfls m Cl leS a.D OWD8-apa rom ell" mv ... ua e ltleaiB pot desirable, 
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ON THE UPPER PENINSULA O F  
M ICHIGAN. 

By WILL. FARRAND FELCH. 
IT is now two centuries since civilized men first pene

trated the vast solitudes of the Lake Superior region. 
The history of the early explorations, missions, and 
settlements is full of deep, romantic, thrilling, and 
sometimes tragic interest. 

The site of Marquette was not prominent at an early 
day, but the city is now the metropolis of the Lake 
Superior region, having far outstripped her elder sis
ters in population, wealth, and business. For the first 
half of its progress Marquette was essentially French 
in all its characteristics. 

The French Jesuits, with firm step and intrepid 
mien, facing dangers, suffering, and sacrifices, bore 
aloft the Christian cross and welcomed even torture 
and death with a calm resignation which distinguished 
the followers of Loyola. Their deeds and memories 
are embalmed in the pages of Bancroft and Parkman. 

The arm of French power soon taught the savages 
the sacred character of the "Black Coats"- as the 
Jesuits were call&d to distinguish them from the 
"Gray Coats," or Recollets. The patience and perse
verance of the missionaries overcame all opposition, 
and the Huron nation received the truth; but the 

* See also the article on "The Pellurr of Russia" In the Edinllurqh Review for January, 1893 (pp. 17-19), which may be /!RId to contain a 8Ummary of the heat opinions on the matk'r. 
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